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Chapter 2991
“The emperor of the Apocalypse Continent didn’t say anything out of nothing. Half a
month ago, there was indeed a saint named Lanxin who went to the Apocalypse Palace
for help.”
“I heard that too!”
“Is this really a mystery ?” A conspiracy?”
Everyone’s discussions kept coming, and the eight saintess Huanxiang and Ziyan were
trembling with anger.
“You are talking nonsense!”
Huanxiang has a fiery personality, and couldn’t help shouting at Wang Jiao of
Guangping: “Yue Feng killed the Holy Maiden Lanxin, our Holy Maiden Nine Heavens
and him are not inseparable, how could they be accomplices?”
This Wang Jiao of Guangping is really It’s too insidious to actually fabricate the truth.
What’s even more hateful is that Yue Feng was also dragged in. Yue Feng killed Lan
Xin, and he and other sisters wanted to slash him with thousands of swords. How could
they be with him.
Nima!
At the same time, Yue Feng, who was standing below, was also an unnamed fire.
This King Guangping is so despicable, he actually reverses black and white.
At that time, it was clear that King Guangping wanted to conspire against Saint Lady
Lanxin, so he took the risk to rescue her, but this time, King Guangping actually said
that he was a comrade who was plotting against Kyushu.
Under the anger, Yue Feng took a deep breath and calmed himself down.
After so many years of walking in the rivers and lakes, Yue Feng’s temperament has
been restrained a lot, and he is not as impulsive as before.
Yue Feng thought about it, let’s see what conspiracy King Guangping has, and then act
on his own.
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“Hehehe…”
At this moment, King Guangping on the stage gave a sneer and retorted at Huanxiang:
“You said that a saint was murdered by Yue Feng? It’s ridiculous, what you said is
inherently suspicious, if it is true How could she be easily killed by someone who is the
Holy Maiden of the Nine Heavens?”
After speaking, King Guangping’s eyes flashed with treacherousness, and he continued:
“Even if you and Yue Feng have problems, it is your internal conflict, which cannot
change the fact that you colluded. “
You…”
Huanxiang blushed and wanted to refute, but she didn’t know how to speak.
At that time, Saint Lady Lanxin, after being defiled, the power in her body would be
transmitted to the other party. It was precisely because of this that Saint Lady Lanxin
could not bear to be humiliated and committed suicide, but this matter was related to the
innocence of Saint Lady Lanxin. speak out?
call!
Seeing this scene, everyone in the audience stopped talking and looked at the eight
saintess Huanxiang and Ziyan in a complicated way.
Is this speechless?
Not only that, Long Qianyu on the side also frowned and became suspicious.
If they were the real Nine Heavens Saintess, why didn’t they continue to argue with King
Guangping?
“Everyone!”
When the time was almost up, King Guangping looked around and said loudly: “As far
as I know, these eight women and Yue Feng secretly took refuge in Pluto. As long as
they take refuge in Pluto, they all have The special mark of Hades!” After the
voice fell, King Guangping took out a bottle of powder from his body and threw it directly
at the eight saintess of Huanxiang.
call!
The powder rose into the wind, and suddenly enveloped the eight saintess of
Huanxiang.

King Guangping’s action was very sudden, and the eight saintess of Huanxiang didn’t
have time to react, and when they saw the powder, after they were stained on their
body, a strong yin and evil aura suddenly filled the air.
Under the stimulation of this evil spirit, the power of the Nascent Soul of the eight
saintess of Huanxiang was immediately aroused. Immediately, the Nascent Soul within
an individual emits a faint light, looming.
“This is, Ming Luo pollen…”
At this time, the eight saintess of Huanxiang were all shocked and angry.
Mingluo flower is a kind of flower with a lot of yin, which is only found in the ghost world.
This kind of flower and grass gathers the yin and evil spirit of the ghost world, and it is
very evil.
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Wow!
Seeing this scene in front of him, the audience was in an uproar.
“What is looming about them?”
“Could it be that they really belong to the King of Pluto?”
“Mad, I was almost cheated, but it’s a pity, all of them are so beautiful…”
Everyone present, to the Nine Heavens Saintess They knew very little about Nascent
Soul and didn’t know the existence of Yuan Ying. At this time, they all believed in King
Guangping’s words, thinking that the Yuan Ying that appeared on them was the unique
imprint of Pluto’s subordinates.
“The original form has been revealed!”
At this time, King Guangping stepped forward and shouted at Huanxiang: “What do you
have to say now?”
King Guangping at this time was indescribably proud.
Yes, the Ming Luo pollen just now was given to him by the messenger of Gong Hao.
Hades knew that the Nine Provinces Continent knew very little about the Nine Heavens
Saintess. As long as they showed something different from ordinary people, they could
successfully slander them.

Speaking of which, King Guangping was a little worried at first, but this time he was
relieved to see the reaction of everyone in the audience. Also very exciting.
“You…”
At this moment, Huanxiang’s pretty face blushed, and she shouted at Wang Jiao of
Guangping: “The thief shouts to catch the thief, you are the person of Hades, but you
use such a ridiculous method to spread rumors. “
If you can take out Muro pollen, what is it that is not a subordinate of Pluto?
“Dare to argue, take him down!” King Guangping sneered, then waved his hand.
Afterwards, King Guangping stepped aside, not intending to do it himself. He is a
puppet of the Pluto, and his practice is extremely sinister, and naturally he will not show
it in front of everyone.
Whoa!
In an instant, the elites of the Royal Forest Army brought by King Guangping, and the
surrounding Nanyun Imperial City guards, rushed up and surrounded the eight groups
of Huanxiang.
At the same time, Long Qianyu also drew out his long sword, and shouted at Huanxiang
a few coldly and tenderly: “You guys are so bold, how dare you pretend to be the Nine
Heavens Saintess?”
Like most people, Long Qianyu saw Huanxiang. After the Nascent Soul on his body, he
also believed the words of King Guangping.
Screaming and drinking, Long Qianyu’s inner strength was motivated, and his figure
was astonishing, and he stabbed Huanxiang with a sword.
buzzing.
The surrounding imperial guards and the elite of the Imperial Forest Army also started
to move towards Zi Yan.
In the blink of an eye, a fierce battle broke out.
call!
Seeing this scene, the strength of the surrounding sects retreated one after another,
watching the situation.
Oops!

Yue Feng was secretly anxious.
This fallacy of King Guangping, everyone actually believed it, and believed that
Huanxiang was a fake Nine Heavens Saintess, what should I do now? Want to help?
King Guangping’s purpose must be to capture the Nine Heavens Saintess alive, and
they must not fall into the hands of King Guangping.
But after thinking about it, the Nine Heavens Saintess’s various forces are powerful, and
it is difficult for them to be controlled by the subordinates of King Guangping, Long
Qianyu and others.
Thinking of this, Yue Feng tried his best to calm down, and together with the people
around him, he paid close attention to the situation on the stage.
“Princess!”
At this time, Huanxiang was dealing with the elite of the Royal Forest Army in front of
her, and shouted at Long Qianyu: “You have to believe us, we are not fake, this King
Guangping has bad intentions…”
Just before he finished speaking, he was caught by Long Qianyu. Qianyu interrupted.
“It’s true or false, it will be revealed soon, you can catch it first.” Long Qianyu responded
coldly, and there was no fluctuation on his beautiful face.
To be honest, Long Qianyu didn’t believe it either, the Huanxiang in front of him were
fake.
But just now there were strange marks on their bodies, which made people doubtful.
At this time, Long Qianyu didn’t know that the eight saintess of Huanxiang were from
the God Realm.
Seeing Long Qianyu not believing herself, Huanxiang was completely anxious.
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“Huanxiang, let’s rush out first!” Zi Yan bit her lip and couldn’t help shouting.
Huanxiang nodded, then cooperated with Zi Yan and rushed towards the outside of the
prayer altar.
Bang bang bang….

For a while, I saw the eight saintess of Huanxiang, who cooperated tacitly, and at the
same time were extremely agile, dazzling. Zhenfei flew out and passed out one by one.
Long Qianyu was also shaken back by a palm, and he took a few dozen steps back, his
breath was disordered, and his delicate face was pale.
call!
Seeing this scene, the corner of Yue Feng’s mouth twitched, and he was secretly
relieved.
As expected of the Nine Heavens Saintess, this strength is really too strong, with their
strength, they can quickly get out of danger, and they don’t have to worry about it.
Made!
King Guangping on the stage frowned secretly.
After finally bewitching everyone, the eight saintess must not be allowed to escape.
Thinking to himself, King Guangping looked around and shouted: “Everyone, they are
all the minions of Hades. If they are allowed to escape, they will have endless troubles. I
would like to ask you to take action together.”
Hearing this, all the sects present, They were all stunned, and then they all responded.
“Yes, they can’t be allowed to run away!”
“Langlang, how can we let these evil spirits be rampant?”
“Let’s go together!”
Everyone’s comments about you and me continued to spread, but none of them stood
up.
The various sects present are not stupid. The Huanxiang in front of them are powerful,
and if they are not careful, they will die. Who doesn’t want to live?
“Several demon girls, watch me take care of you!”
But at this moment, I heard a loud shout, followed by a white figure, fast like a thunder,
rushing directly into the battlefield, dressed in white and covered in white clothes. There
is a strong breath up and down!
It is the white horse!

This time, I brought the Hall of Longevity to participate in this conference. The main
purpose of the white horse is to be famous in the world. At this time, seeing the fight on
the stage, how could I miss the opportunity?
hum!
When he got to the stage, the white horse smiled slightly, and then he heard a crisp,
golden axe that he held tightly.
It is the opening axe.
What?
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng’s heart was shocked, and the whole person was blinded.
How come the Heavenly Axe is also in his hand?
hiss!
Seeing Kaitian Axe, the eight saintess of Huanxiang, and the people around them, they
were also surprised.
Immediately afterwards, the other sects who were still hesitating below suddenly
exploded!
“The Hall of Longevity has already gone to help, do we want to go up?”
“Come on, after all, it’s about the fate of Kyushu! Besides, the new hall master of the
Hall of Longevity has an axe in his hand, even if the eight women No matter how strong
his strength is, he is still there!”
“Yes, then don’t wait, let’s go together!”
Hu La!
Under the discussion, the sect masters of various continents no longer hesitated,
mobilized their internal strength, rushed into the battlefield, and launched an attack on
the eight Huanxiang.
Before, these people were shocked by the strength of the eight saintess of Huanxiang,
and they were all timid. Now that they saw the white horse taking the lead, and holding
the opening axe in their hands, they suddenly had no scruples.
“Big Brother!”

Seeing that the situation was completely out of control, Mei Hui was so anxious: “These
people are crazy, they actually believe what King Guangping said!
“
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“If the eight saintess are caught by them, the consequences will be disastrous.” The
more she said, the more anxious she was, and she would go up to help. But it was held
back by Yue Feng.
call!
At this moment, Yue Feng took a deep breath and shook his head at Meihui: “Don’t
worry.”
When he said this, Yue Feng looked indifferent, and his heart was too anxious.
To be honest, Yue Feng really wanted to go up to help Huanxiang, but he also knew
that once he went up, he would definitely become the target of siege, and it would be
more troublesome if his identity was exposed.
At this time, under the siege of the masters of the various sects, the eight saintess of
Huanxiang were gradually unable to resist.
Speaking of which, with the strength of the eight saintesses of Huanxiang, facing the
siege of so many sects, it is not false, but they know in their hearts that all this is
bewitched by King Guangping, so they can’t bear to attack these sects ruthlessly. .
Coupled with the white horse’s opening axe, Huanxiang’s eight saintess gradually
became powerless.
“Haha…”
At this time, the white horse was full of fighting spirit, and his eyes locked on Huanxiang
Eight: “How many witches, will you be captured before you can?”
Om!
The voice fell, and the white horse urged the power of the opening axe, and saw a
golden light, tearing the world, and bursting straight towards the eight magic fragrances.
Bang Bang Bang…
Feeling the powerful power of the golden glow, the eight Huanxiang were all shocked
and furious, and they all urged their energy to deploy a protective film in front of them,

preparing to block the blow. However, they faced the crowd. The siege took a lot of
power, and Jin Mang easily defeated the protective film and hit them.
In an instant, all eight of Huanxiang groaned, and their delicate bodies fell from the air.
clap clap clap!
At this moment, King Guangping rushed over quickly, raised his hand, and clicked on
the eight acupoints of Huanxiang.
King Ping’s shot was very quick, and none of the eight Huanxiang could react.
“Haha!” In the
next second, King Guangping showed a smile and clasped his fists around him and
said: “Just now, it is admirable for you to unite as one to deal with these eight demon
girls.” After
speaking, King Guangping instructed the elite of the Royal Forest Army next to him:
“Take these eight demon girls away and interrogate them well.”
At this time, King Guangping had a serious face, but his heart couldn’t be more excited.
Haha…. I caught the Nine Heavens Saintess, now I can go back to the Hades.
As soon as the voice fell, a team of elites from the Imperial Forest Army came over and
they were about to suppress the eight Huanxiang.
call!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng’s eyes flickered, knowing that he couldn’t do anything.
At this time, Yue Feng had already determined that King Guangping was the person of
Pluto. If the Nine Heavens Saintess fell into his hands, the consequences would be
disastrous.
“Wait!”
Just as Yue Feng was about to rush up, suddenly, a voice came.
Immediately afterwards, the white horse slowly walked out and said to King Guangping:
“Your Majesty Tianqi, although you identified the identities of these eight demon girls,
but when you started just now, everyone worked hard. Take them away, I’m afraid it’s
not suitable, right?”
When he said this, Bai Ma kept looking at Huanxiang Eight.

In Bai Ma’s heart, he didn’t care about the eight Huanxiang, whether they were the Nine
Heavens Saintess or the subordinates of Hades. He only knew that these eight women
were all beautiful and unparalleled. It would be a pity to let King Guangping deal with
them, no matter what. Anyway, get it.
If it was before, White Horse would not dare to intervene in front of King Guangping, but
now it is different.
Swish!
Hearing this, King Guangping’s face suddenly became ugly, and he glanced at the white
horse coldly.
Mad, a small longevity hall master, dared to contradict himself, he was simply courting
death.
“That’s right!”
Just when King Guangping was secretly annoyed, Long Qianyu slowly walked out and
said softly, “These eight women are related to the safety of Kyushu, and our Nanyun
royal family was confused by them. An edict has been issued, and if it is to be dealt
with, it will also be dealt with by our Nagumo Imperial Family.” There
is no doubt about what he said.
This…
At this moment, King Guangping frowned and pondered for a while.
Long Qianyu also said the same, it would be difficult to handle, after all, this is the
Nanyun Imperial City.
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Wow!
Seeing that Bai Ma and Long Qianyu both spoke, in an instant, the surrounding sects
also started booing.
“Yes, everyone has done their best just now, how can the Tianqi royal family take
people away?”
“That is, if you want to deal with it, it is all about hosting together!”
“Not bad…”

Under the discussion, many men Like the white horse, his eyes kept looking at the eight
of Huanxiang.
“Everyone…”
Finally, King Guangping reacted and looked at Long Qianyu with a half-smiling smile:
“Then according to the meaning of the long princess, what should I do with these eight
demon girls?”
Long Qianyu frowned slightly, When he was about to speak, he was interrupted by the
white horse.
“It’s very simple, let’s set up a ring.” Bai Ma said loudly: “From the various sects present,
choose a representative, and whoever wins in the end, he will handle the eight demon
girls? How?”
Saying these At that time, Bai Ma looked around proudly, unable to hide his excitement.
Haha… I own the Sky-Opening Axe, and I will definitely take the first place. At that time,
these eight beautiful stunners will be my own.
The ring?
Hearing this, King Guangping’s expression changed and he was about to refuse.
However, the people around him expressed their support.
“Yes, just fight in the ring!”
“That’s fair!”
At the same time, Long Qianyu also nodded slowly: “Now this is the only way to do it,
Your Majesty Tian Qi, what do you think?”
Phew!
King Guangping took a deep breath, nodded and said, “Since everyone has decided
this way, let’s do it this way.”
When he said this, King Guangping looked indifferent, but his heart was filled with
anger.
Swish!
At this moment, the eight Huanxiang who were tied there were all trembling and
extremely embarrassed.

It is a shame and shame for the dignified Nine Heavens Holy Maiden to be treated as a
prisoner by these Kyushu strengths.
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng, who was standing not far away, also frowned secretly.
Nima! Actually hit the ring.
But that’s fine, wait until I play with a fake identity and save the eight saintess of
Huanxiang first.
“Everyone!”
Just as Yue Feng was muttering secretly, Long Qianyu walked to the center of the
stage, looked around and said, “This first game, who will come first?” The
voice fell, and the audience fell silent.
The various sects present are more refined than the other, and no one wants to take the
lead.
“Hehe, don’t you dare to go first? Then I’ll come first!”
After a short silence, the white horse chuckled lightly, and then slowly stepped onto the
stage, holding the Heaven-opening Axe tightly in his hand, majestic and invincible!
The powerful aura permeated from the opening axe, and everyone present was
shocked.
Whoa!
Seeing the white horse coming, there was an uproar in the audience.
“This…”
“With the opening axe, who is his opponent!”
Originally, everyone was still in high spirits, but when they saw the opening axe in the
hands of the white horse, their enthusiasm suddenly disappeared. You must know that
the Kaitian Axe is a peerless weapon, and it is invincible. Who dares to go up and die!
Haha…
Seeing that no one dared to come up for a long time, the white horse was able to be
incomparable and laughed: “Why? No one dares to come up? In this case, these eight
demon girls will be handed over to me!”
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arrogant attitude of the white horse made many people dissatisfied, but no one came up
because they were afraid of the power of the opening axe.
“Is it amazing to have a magic weapon? I’ll come!”
Finally, a handsome figure couldn’t help but shouted, jumped directly onto the ring,
clasped his fists at the white horse and
said, “Dan Zong Zheng Chunqiu, come and teach me!” Chunqiu raised his hand slowly,
holding a long sword of purple rank tightly.
Whoa!
In an instant, there was an uproar under the arena.
“The Sect Master of Danzong…” “It is said that the Sect Master of Danzong is very
powerful. Some people watched this match!
“
Looking at Zheng Chunqiu, he was inexplicably worried.
Although Zheng Chunqiu’s strength is not weak, but Baima has an axe in his hand, how
could he be an opponent?
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng wanted to stop him, but when he thought that he had
changed his face, Zheng Chunqiu couldn’t recognize him at all, so he held back.
Now in the ring!
Baima looked down at Zheng Chunqiu, his tone full of contempt: “It turns out to be the
Sect Master of Danzong, I have long admired the name, don’t talk nonsense, let’s start
directly.”
If he had faced Zheng Chunqiu before, Baima must have panicked, but at this time
there was something in his hand. The peerless magic weapon, do not need to pay
attention to it at all.
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Hearing this, there was an uproar in the audience.
This white horse is really crazy! But people have magic weapons, and naturally they
have crazy capital.
“Okay!”
The arrogance of the white horse made Zheng Chunqiu feel contemptuous. With a bit of
anger on his handsome face, he sneered: “The tone is not small, but I want to see how
talented you are!”
Om!
The voice fell, Zheng Chunqiu’s inner strength was urged, and his body burst out, and a
shock burst from the long sword in his hand, stabbed towards the white horse fiercely!
“Nine swords are unified!” An icy voice came from Zheng Chunqiu’s mouth at the same
time.
In addition to the technique of alchemy, Danzong is also famous for his swordsmanship.
Among them, the “Nine Palaces Swordsmanship” is the most famous, and this trick is
the essence of the Nine Palaces Swordsmanship.
Chi Chi….
I saw that where the long sword passed, the air suddenly tore apart, and immediately
condensed nine sword shadows, blocking the retreat of the white horse, front and back,
left and right, amazing power!
Ha ha…
Seeing the power of this sword, Bai Ma did not panic at all, sneered, raised his hand
and waved, a golden light burst out, directly defeating the nine sword shadows.
What?
Zheng Chunqiu’s heart was shocked, and the whole person was stunned. This move of
nine swords, but it contained his eighth-level internal strength. Few of Kyushu could hit
this blow, but at this time, Baima used the axe to open the sky. , so easily blocked.
As expected of a peerless weapon, this power is too terrifying.
“Sect Master Zheng!”

At the moment when Zheng Chunqiu was stunned, Bai Ma sneered: “This game is
over.” The moment the words fell, he raised his hand and slapped it directly on Zheng
Chunqiu’s body!
“Bang.”
Zheng Chunqiu didn’t have time to react, and the whole person was shocked and flew
out, flying dozens of meters away, and landed under the ring, spurting out a mouthful of
blood, extremely weak.
Phew….
Seeing this scene, everyone in the audience couldn’t help but gasped and was
shocked.
This Zheng Chunqiu is also a well-known figure in the Kyushu mainland, but at this time,
he can’t even catch a white horse!
I have to say, the power of the Heaven-Opening Axe is really too strong!
call!
At this moment, Yue Feng took a deep breath and observed Zheng Chunqiu’s injury.
Fortunately, the injury was not serious, and he would be fine after a few days of rest.
At the same time, Yue Feng also noticed that although this white horse had obtained
the opening axe, he had not yet realized the true power of the opening sky axe.
On the other side of the ring, King Guangping sat there with a calm expression, and his
eyes were also looking at the white horse secretly.
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fully understand the power of the Kaitian Axe, so he was not in a hurry.
“Haha…”
At this time, in the ring, he won the first victory. Bai Ma was very proud. He looked
around the audience and said with a smile: “Next, who else will come up to challenge?!”
Everyone looked at each other and couldn’t hide their hearts. of fear.
This person has a magic weapon, how to fight this?
“I’ll give it a try!” A

few seconds later, a burly man jumped onto the stage in disbelief and was defeated by
White Horse in one round.
Afterwards, several more sect masters came to challenge, but none of them could catch
the white horse’s move, and they all lost in embarrassment.
Haha…
After winning a few games in a row, the white horse was even more proud and shouted:
“Who else is dissatisfied, just come up.” It has won nine games in a row. , is at your
disposal.
Hearing this, everyone under the stage did not dare to rush to the stage.
call!
At this moment, Yue Feng took a deep breath and went up to challenge.
Through the observation just now, Yue Feng was convinced that Bai Ma did not
understand the power of the opening axe, and he had no worries in his heart. You must
know that when Duan Yu realized the true power of the opening axe, Yue Feng was
able to fight against it. When faced with a white horse, naturally there will not be too
much pressure.
Whoosh!
However, before Yue Feng could leave, he saw a graceful figure slowly walking towards
the stage.
The valiant and unparalleled charm is exactly Long Qianyu!
“Wow..”
“The eldest princess is on stage…”
As soon as Long Qianyu appeared, he immediately attracted the attention of many men.
At this time, Long Qianyu changed his long skirt and wore soft armor, which perfectly
showed his charming figure.
For a time, whether it was the white horse or the other men around, the eyes were
straight!
“Tsk tsk!”

At this time, Bai Ma looked at Long Qianyu with a smile while admiring it: “His Royal
Highness Princess has also come to challenge, it’s really an honor to be here!”
Bai Ma’s gaze made Long Qianyu feel uncomfortable. , said indifferently: “Don’t talk
nonsense, let’s start directly!” The
eight Huanxiang were summoned by the Nanyun Royal Family. Even if they are fake,
they should be dealt with by the Nanyun Royal Family, and they must not fall into the
hands of others.
At this time, Long Qianyu was very calm, and she could also see that the white horse in
front of her had not successfully understood the power of the Heaven-Opening Axe. So
wanted to take the plunge.
Hehe….
Feeling the indifference of Long Qianyu, Bai Ma smiled awkwardly: “Okay, since Her
Royal Highness the eldest princess said so, then I’m welcome!”
Om!
The voice fell, and the white horse’s inner strength exploded, urging the opening axe,
and slashed directly at Long Qianyu.
In an instant, a golden glow burst out, and the surrounding air was torn apart instantly!
call!
Seeing this scene, many people below secretly sweated for Long Qianyu.
However, Long Qianyu was already prepared, she saw her toes on the ground a little,
her figure was agile, and she stepped back a few steps to avoid the blow.
To be honest, Long Qianyu would never take such a risk if someone else used the
Heavenly Axe, but after watching a few battles below, he already understood the
strength of White Horse.
In an instant, everyone below cheered.
As expected of the goddess of the Nagumo Imperial Family, she avoided the blow of the
Sky-Opening Axe.
call!
At the same time, Yue Feng also nodded in approval.

This Long Qianyu’s talent in cultivation is indeed much stronger than that of ordinary
people, and he was able to figure out the law of Baima’s shot in such a short period of
time.
It’s just…the cultivation talent is extremely high, but the brain is not easy to use. I just
heard the words of Huanxiang and Ziyan before, and I believed that I killed Saintess
Lanxin, and also announced the cancellation of my marriage with myself, which is really
dumbfounding.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng secretly shook his head and smiled bitterly, while also
paying attention to the situation on the stage.
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ring at this time.
This…
Bai Ma stared at Long Qianyu with a solemn expression. Her move was avoided by her,
and it seemed that he was a little complacent.
I muttered in my heart that Bai Ma was no longer underestimating the enemy, and
fought fiercely with Long Qianyu.
At the beginning, White Horse still had the advantage, but gradually he became a little
weaker. You must know that using the Sky Axe consumes a lot of internal strength, and
the White Horse has not yet realized the true power of the Sky Open Axe, and the
internal power is consumed faster.
boom!
Finally, Long Qianyu found an opportunity and slapped the white horse with a palm, and
saw him groaning.
This…
Seeing this scene, everyone in the audience was excited.
I thought that Long Qianyu had little chance of winning, but he never thought that he
would actually defeat the white horse in the end.
Facing the shock of the crowd, Long Qianyu’s beautiful face did not show any
fluctuations, and he looked around and said lightly: “Is there anyone else coming up to
challenge? If not, these eight women will be handled by our Nanyun royal family. !”
Hearing this, the entire prayer altar fell silent.

Everyone around the arena looked at each other in dismay, and no one dared to
answer.
That white horse has the opening axe, and it is not her opponent. Who dares to go up to
seek abuse?
call!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng below couldn’t help but show a smile.
The eight saintess of Huanxiang, even if they fall into Long Qianyu’s hands, at least
there is no danger to their lives.
While thinking about it, Yue Feng has been paying attention to King Guangping’s side.
Yue Feng thought about it, King Guangping didn’t play, and he didn’t act rashly. In
short, the eight saintess of Huanxiang could fall into anyone’s hands, but they couldn’t
help falling into King Guangping’s hands.
However, King Guangping sat there with no expression on his face, still not intending to
play.
At this time, Long Qianyu asked several times on the stage, but no one took the
challenge.
“Haha…”
At this moment, there was a burst of laughter from the crowd, and then, the crowd only
felt their eyes blink, and a figure as fast as a shooting star landed steadily on the stage.
The facial features are handsome, giving people a sense of elegance, but a pair of eyes
flashes cold and arrogant.
It was Duan Yu!
Of course, Duan Yu seized Yue Chen’s soul and occupied his body at the same time. At
this time, it was completely Yue Chen’s appearance.
Two days ago, after Duan Yu completely controlled Yue Chen’s body, he was
pleasantly surprised to discover that Yue Chen’s strength not only broke through the
Tribulation Realm, but also in his dantian, there was an incomparably pure innate
spiritual energy, Duan Yu did not know, The innate aura is the power of the Nascent
Soul of Saintess Lanxin.

Duan Yu is extremely talented. It only took two days to completely integrate the power
of Nascent Soul. After seeing the various sects in the Kyushu continent, they dared to
come to Nanyun Imperial City, and came to watch the excitement.
When everyone was besieging the eight saintess of Huanxiang just now, Duan Yu did
not take action, but quietly watched the situation. At this time, seeing that no one came
up to challenge, he couldn’t help it.
Luo was on the stage, Duan Yu looked at Long Qianyu with a half-smile, his aura was
strong, and his expression was extremely unrestrained.
Swish!
In an instant, whether it was Long Qianyu or the others present, their gazes suddenly
converged on Duan Yu, and they were all shocked.
“This…isn’t this Yue Chen?”
“When he was the governor of Tianqi Imperial City, he had a great reputation. He
disappeared three years ago, and there is no news. Why did he suddenly appear here?”
“The strength is so strong!”
At this time Everyone in the audience did not know that it was not Yue Chen, but Duan
Yu.
It’s him?
On the other hand, Yue Feng, who was watching the battle, was also staring at Duan
Yu with intense anger flashing in his eyes.
Although he and Yue Chen are cousins, but at that time, Yue Chen defiled his younger
brother and sister and was angry with his grandfather, but he blamed all these crimes
on himself.
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Because of this, he is regarded as a scum by the rivers and lakes of Diyuan Continent.
Although it has been many years, Yue Feng can’t suppress his inner anger when he
thinks about it.
At this time, Yue Feng wanted to rush up, but he held back when he thought that he had
changed his face.
At the same time, Yue Feng was also a little suspicious.

Yue Chen has a wretched and timid personality, even if he has a strong strength, he will
not be so publicized, but at this time, he took the stage to challenge Long Qianyu.
Transgender?
At this time, Yue Feng didn’t realize that the person on the stage, although the body
was Yue Chen, the soul inside was Duan Yu.
“Yue Chen?!”
At this moment, Long Qianyu reacted, and said coldly to Duan Yu: “What are you doing
here? This is a ring competition, it has nothing to do with you, hurry up.” His tone was
cold and unquestionable. .
Long Qianyu had heard about Yue Chen’s framing of Yue Feng back then. She had an
upright personality, and what she hated most was such a cunning and despicable
person.
And this kind of person is not qualified to participate in the ring.
“Haha!”
Feeling Long Qianyu’s disgust, Duan Yu smiled slightly and said, “His Royal Highness
Princess, although I do not belong to any major sect, I am also a member of the Kyushu
Continent. Today’s matter concerns the safety of Kyushu. , how could it have nothing to
do with me?”
“You…”
Hearing this, Long Qianyu’s face flushed, and he didn’t know how to refute for a while.
Duan Yu smiled: “Could it be that Your Highness, the eldest princess, is afraid of losing
to me?”
When he said this, Duan Yu’s face was full of playfulness. At the same time, his eyes
swept to Huanxiang, intentionally or unintentionally.
Yes, Duan Yu knew that the eight Huanxiang who were tied up were not fake Nine
Heavens Saintess. Because of the power of Lanxin Saintess’s Nascent Soul, he could
clearly sense the Nascent Souls in the eight Huanxiang’s bodies.
In Duan Yu’s heart, he didn’t care about the identity of the Nine Heavens Saintess at all.
He only knew that with the power to dispose of the eight Huanxiang, he would be able
to integrate the power of their Nascent Soul, and at that time, he would have the power
to fight against Hades.

“Who said I’m afraid of losing?”
Long Qianyu’s face flushed when he heard this, and he was very angry: “Okay, I’ll
compete with you!”
As the eldest princess of the Southern Cloud Continent, she was attacked by a
despicable person. How can the villain be contemptuous?
Haha…
Seeing Long Qianyu’s agreement, Duan Yu was very excited: “It seems that Your
Highness, the eldest princess, is very confident in her own strength. Since I accept the
challenge, I will be offended!”
Om!
The voice fell, and a terrifying aura erupted from Duan Yu’s body. In an instant, the
surrounding air seemed to be stagnant!
Back then, Yue Chen practiced the Mysterious Yin Technique, and within a few years,
he had reached a very high level. After Duan Yu took the house, he integrated the
power of Nascent Soul, and his strength was even stronger.
So strong.
Seeing this scene, everyone in the audience was shocked.
Whoosh!
At this moment, Duan Yu slowly raised his right hand, his figure was as fast as lightning,
and he slapped Long Qianyu with a palm!
Feeling the speed of Duan Yu’s lightning fast, Long Qianyu’s heart trembled. He didn’t
have time to dodge.
At this time, Long Qianyu did not dare to be careless at all, and stimulated all his inner
strength!
Bang!
The palms of the two collided, and Long Qianyu’s delicate body trembled. He only felt a
terrifying force coming, and after taking a few dozen steps back, he stabilized his figure.
His beautiful face was pale, and his heart was also extremely shocked. .
This…. this Yue Chen’s strength is so powerful! ?

What kind of exercises did he practice?
Nima!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was also secretly surprised. When did Yue Chen’s
strength become so strong?
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At the same time, the people below were also shocked and sweated for Long Qianyu at
the same time.
Duan Yu, on the other hand, stood there quietly, his face relaxed and proud.
It’s a good feeling to be born again.
With pride, Duan Yu looked at Long Qianyu with a smile: “His Royal Highness Princess,
you are not my opponent, are you still admitting defeat?”
“I…”
Long Qianyu bit his lip tightly, his delicate face, Full of dissatisfaction: “I will never admit
defeat.” She is a
dignified princess. This ring match represents the entire Nanyun royal family. If you
admit defeat like this, what will be the face of the royal family?
“Alas!”
Hearing the answer, Duan Yu shook his head and sighed: “I am the most sympathetic
person, but since you insist on it, don’t blame me!”
Duan Yu knew that the special power in Yue Chen’s body was the Absorbed the Nine
Heavens Saintess, so today no matter what, they have to get the right to dispose of
them.
hum!
The voice fell, Duan Yu was suspended in the air, and his hands were slowly raised. In
an instant, he saw the aura of heaven and earth around the prayer altar, gathering
crazily.
In the next second, these heaven and earth auras were in front of Duan Yu, and a
dazzling golden ball condensed out, radiating radiance.

Feeling the power contained in the golden ball, everyone present felt a terrifying
pressure, and it was difficult to breathe.
call!
At this moment, Yue Feng clenched his fists, secretly worried for Long Qianyu.
The power of Yue Chen’s eruption is so terrifying, I’m afraid Long Qianyu can’t stop it.
At the same time, Yue Feng was also secretly surprised.
What kind of cultivation method Yue Chen is practicing is not only terrifying, but he has
never seen it before.
call!
At the same time, Long Qianyu was biting his lips tightly, feeling a little flustered in his
heart. This despicable villain is actually so strong. The palm of his hand has already lost
his breath. Can he still stop it?
It’s him!
Behind the ring, there were eight Huanxiang who were tied there, all of them trembling
at this moment, their eyes fixed on Duan Yu, flickering with shock and anger.
The golden ball condensed by Duan Yu, others can’t see the name, but there are eight
magic fragrances, but it is very clear.
That is the power of Nascent Soul of Saintess Lanxin.
“Yes… it was this person who killed Lan Xin.” Zi Yan glared at Duan Yu in midair,
shocked and angry. Immediately said to Huanxiang: “Didn’t you say the murderer was
Yue Feng? Why does this person have the power of Lan Xin’s Nascent Soul in his
body?
” On the body, this is an unalterable law.
“I…”
Hearing Zi Yan’s question, Huanxiang frowned, and felt her mind was in chaos: “I don’t
know, when I arrived at the scene, Lan Xin told me personally. The… murderer is Yue
Feng, but why…”
At the end, Huan Xiang couldn’t continue, and her mind was completely confused.
Could it be that… Lan Xin’s death really has another secret?

Have you misunderstood Yue Feng?
It’s just that it’s too late to say anything now. My eight sisters have been tapped for
acupuncture points, tied up with five flowers, and said to be fake Nine Heavens
Saintess.
Now in the ring!
“His Royal Highness Princess, take the move.”
Duan Yu smiled slightly, his voice fell, and when he raised his hands, he saw that the
golden ball turned into a golden afterimage, bursting towards Long Qianyu.
Long Qianyu didn’t have time to think about it, so he quickly stimulated his inner
strength, and drew out his long sword and held it in front of him!
Bang!
The golden ball slammed into the long sword, and she heard Long Qianyu hum, and the
long sword shattered instantly, and her whole body was shaken and flew out, and finally
fell under the ring.
Before fighting against the white horse, Long Qianyu had already consumed a lot of
internal energy, and at this time, facing Duan Yu’s full-scale explosion, he couldn’t resist
it at all.
After all, Duan Yu’s body was fused with the power of Nascent Soul of Saint Lady Lan
Xin.

